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A technology-centric life



Attackers have a great opportunity!
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Part 1 - Detecting Attacks



Phishing attacks
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How does it work?
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You got infected through phishing… now what?
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What are we doing about this?



Detecting attacks - Current Situation

                       Compromised Whatsapp? 

Could it be sending messaging without me knowing it?
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Detecting attacks - MobFor Tool
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Signal, Telegram and others too



Part 2 - Communication     
 Security and Privacy



Communication on the Internet

Everytime you load a webpage!

Every chat!
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Cracking Encryption is Hard Work!

A classical computer might take billions of years to crack one!
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Cracking Encryption with Quantum Computer

A classical computer might take billions of years to crack one!

But, a Quantum Computer (when it becomes available) could reduce that number considerably!
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Quantum-Safe Protocol - Stronger encryption
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Quantum-Safe Protocol Implementation 

sfjhvxchvjkh

Attacker can try to steal key 
or decrypted message!



Key is isolated on special device for protection
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Communication process is monitored
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Data leaving the safe areas is monitored
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Q&A

Questions? 

Comments?

Christian.Colombo@um.edu.mt

Mark.Vella@um.edu.mt

This presentation used resources from Flaticon.com


